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Abstract  
This article is devoted to the analysis of interactive methods of teaching a foreign language by the 
example of audio-visual materials. 

The theory of interactive learning is the object of attention of many methodists. Interactive method is 
recognized as one of the most modern and productive in teaching. Its advantage is that students 
actively interact with each other, feeling their success and intellectual consistency. Tasks for students 
are aimed to develop listening and speaking skills and are effective at different stages of learning. 
Game-style interactive methods allow them to study in an unobtrusive way and to work out many 
speech clichés and scripts used in real communication. 

The techniques for working with video in the classroom for Russian as a foreign language are of 
particular interest. Informative and illustrative audiovisual material is supported by the fact that 
students (besides factual information) take into account the data that are not expressed verbally. It can 
be gestures, facial expressions, voice tone, posture, forms of interaction between participants of 
communication, optional sound effects, and others.  

The importance of the problems associated with the implementation of interactive technologies in 
foreign language learning, on the one hand, and the lack of research on the use of audio-visual media 
in the light of the use of interactivity, on the other hand, are used to motivate the relevance of the 
research. 

The originality of the work is related to the fact that we offer new various options for interactive work 
with a movie during the practice of teaching Russian as a foreign language. 

The purpose of the research is to illustrate the features of the application of audio-visual materials in 
conjunction with the use of interactive methods. 

As a result of this study we can state that interactive teaching methods largely intensify the process of 
foreign language acquirement, engage students in a situation of real communication, develop 
communicative and cultural competence. More that they are applicable to students of different 
degrees of activity. 

The technology of communicative foreign language education methods based on interactivity with 
audio-visual materials is presented in the research as very effective and appropriate. Audio-visual 
materials represent direct interactivity, and are also used to implement various types of non-
communicative, before-communicative (introductory) and communicative tasks. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
The usage of video materials in teaching a foreign language is based on one of the oldest and basic 
methodological principles – the principle of visibility. As it is known, a person receives the bulk of 
information about the world around him through the organs of hearing and sight. Auditory-visual 
synthesis became the basis for the creation of audio-lingual and audio-visual methods in the teaching 
of foreign languages. The development and improvement of these methods led to the creation of 
absolutely new (in their form and content) didactic materials, such as video fragments, educational 
television, movies. The informative value of the visual-auditory series makes video materials an 
effective and promising instrument of teaching a foreign language [1], [2]. 

Video materials can be used not only in learning for listening, but also in learning for other types of 
communicative activity: speaking, reading and writing (when doing exercises). That phenomenon 
improves the quality of knowledge and extends the amount of learned material. 
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Various video materials’ inclusion in the practice of teaching a foreign language increases the 
motivation and activity of students, creates the certain conditions for the students’ self-dependent 
work. "The inclusion of a TV-speech helps to increase the pace of learning and the amount of 
perceived material, provides multiple repeatability of the models, and the learner's self-control over 
mastery, that is promotes the individualization of learning" [3, 39]. Bright images, diverse situations, 
entertaining subjects, live dialogues, the real life – all this things attract the attention of students, 
stimulate interest in studies, reduce fatigue from learning, allow them to concentrate their attention 
throughout the whole lesson.  

The heroes of video films are native speakers – they speak with different intonation, they use idioms in 
their speech. Students have the opportunity to hear the real speech, to repeat speech patterns from 
movies – that allows them to develop the skills of oral-speech communication. Video texts provide an 
opportunity to get visual information about the place of the event, about the appearance and non-
verbal behavior of the participants of a particular situation, that is especially important in teaching both 
– listening and speaking.  

The availability and prevalence of video materials is an important factor for the process of teaching a 
foreign language. Another advantage of video films is the power of impression and emotional impact, 
so the main attention should be directed to the formation of students' personal attitude to what they 
saw. The successful achievement of this goal is possible only, firstly, in the situation of the systematic 
studying display of video films, and secondly, with the help of a methodically organized demonstration. 

The usage of authentic video materials during a foreign language teaching process is one of the 
interactive learning methods, which now can be considered as the most modern and productive form 
of active methods, since it allows to achieve high results in the process of forming the communicative 
competence of foreign students.  

The interactive method is based on the direct interaction of students with the learning environment. 
The teacher serves as an assistant in this work, creates conditions for the initiative development of 
students, encourages them to seek information independently. In turn, students are full participants of 
training activity, during which there is an exchange of knowledge and ideas. Interactive methods are 
based on the principles of interaction, student activity, feedback, and the ability to work in a group. 

The relevance of this study is determined by the importance of the problems associated with the 
introduction of interactive technologies in the teaching of foreign languages, on the one hand, and the 
lack of research of audio-visual media usage in the light of the application of interactivity, on the other 
hand. 

The novelty of the research is connected with the fact that it offers a variant of interactive work with 
video material in practice of the teaching of Russian as a foreign language. 

The aim of our research is to show the peculiarities of the usage of audio-visual materials in 
combination with the usage of interactive methods. 

2 METHODOLOGY 
Research methods are descriptive and analytical method (refers to the study and problem analysis of 
psychological, pedagogical, cinematographic, cultural, linguistic, methodological sources of the 
theoretical and practical nature); socio-pedagogical method (refers to the study of the experience of 
addressing the problem of the didactic use of audiovisual resources in the Russian as a foreign 
language classes; to the modelling of didactic materials and the learning process based on their 
usage).  

3 RESULTS 
In this article we are to present an interactive version of the work with authentic video material during 
the Russian as a foreign language lessons with the topic "The nature of a person". 

This lesson idea is intended for first certificate level students. 

In the process of mastering the theme "The nature of a person" we propose to use a fragment from the 
Soviet comedy "The Girls", shot in 1961 by director Yuri Chulyukin. It is based on the story with the 
same title by Boris Bedny. The choice of the film is based on the fact that it contains a number of 
bright, memorable characters, who are endowed with a variety of character traits. It is interesting that 
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after a meeting with the main character, the viewer gets acquaints with the rest characters through the 
objects surrounding them. 

In this regard, students are invited to view a fragment of the film, which we called "Housewarming" (1 
min 35 sec – 7 min.38 sec). The plot is simple: the main character is an eighteen-year-old woman who 
has come to the village to work as a cook, was settled in a female dormitory house, has got first 
acquaintance with the things of her female neighbours, and only after that with them themselves. 

I. Before viewing the fragment of the video, students are invited to perform a number of tasks in order 
to activate the topic vocabulary "Character". 

1 Find the antonyms from the right column to the words in the left column (Table 1). 
2 Determine the parts of the compound words and explain how you understand their meaning. 

Sample: Доброжелательным называют человека, который желает добра. 

Трудолюбивый, гостеприимный, добродушный, жизнерадостный, легковерный, 
легкомысленный, остроумный, правдолюбивый, хладнокровный, целеустремленный. 

3 Make from these adjectives the nouns denoting character traits: 
а) жадный – жадность: щедрый, душевный, организованный, аккуратный, бережливый, 
хозяйственный, практичный, тонкий, изящный, серьезный, беспечный, неопытный, 
наивный, сентиментальный, терпимый, воспитанный, лживый, любезный, скромный, 
задумчивый, грубый, невоспитанный, доброжелательный, внимательный, 
приветливый, откровенный, скупой, вежливый; 
б) добродушный – добродушие: высокомерный, великодушный; самолюбивый, 
трудолюбивый; 
в) гостеприимный – гостеприимство: постоянный, благородный, коварный, 
вероломный, любопытный, хлебосольный, нахальный; хамский, свинский; 
г) простой – простота: добрый. 

4 How do you call a person if the main feature of his character is the following: болтливость, 
жадность, лень, молчаливость, ум, глупость, скупость, скромность, хитрость, трудолюбие, 
правдивость, прямота, честность, лживость, дружелюбие? 

5 Then the teacher asks students: "How do you think why the film is called "The Girls "? What will 
be the fragment of the film about?" 

The students' answers can be followed by the teacher’s comment that it is a good film about 
honesty, friendship, about difficult work, and, of course, about love. 

6 Students are invited to get acquainted with the characters of the film (a teacher uses 
illustrations – static shots from the movie): Tosya Kislitsyna, Nadia Erokhina, Katya, Anfisa, 
Vera Kruglova. 

Then the following task will be relevant: "Think and tell me if it is possible to guess from the 
appearance of a person about his or her state of mind, character and profession." 

II. Viewing the video. 

1 Students are invited to view the fragment from the very beginning of the film, when the main 
character is coming to the hostel house until the moment her roommates enter the room (1 min 
35 sec – 6 min 30 sec). 

Students are encouraged to determine the character traits of a person by the things that 
surround him / her. 

While watching the video, the students perform the following task: "Fill in the table (Table 2). 
Write down the names of the objects which are near the beds of each of the girls? Can you 
guess the owner of each bed?" 

In order to make it easier to do the task the teacher can use the "Freeze Frame" function, 
thereby accentuating the students' attention to the details. 

After completing the table students should give a characterization of each of three characters: 

First girl is changing, volatile, active, arrogant, fashion-following, caring for herself, paying great 
attention to appearance (Anfisa). 
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Second girl is kind, emotional, easy-going, with a gentle character, likes to dress up (Katya). 

Third girl is Intelligent, hardworking, educated, accurate, responsible, devotes a lot of time to 
self-education and reads books (Vera). 

2 In order to check whether students have correctly determined the hostesses of beds and 
bedside things, it is necessary to watch the video from the very beginning to the moment when 
it becomes clear to whom the bed belongs (1 min 35 sec – 7 min 38 sec). 

3 After that students are asked to answer some questions in order to give full characters’ 
psychological portraits: 
o Who is the main character? 
o Why did the main character come to the village? 
o What began to do Kislitsyna Tosya, when she entered the dormitory house? 
o How does Tosya consider things? 
o What does the girl pay attention to in the room first? 
o How did Tosya turn the music on? How does Tosya characterize the fact that among her few 

things there is a record? What kind of music did Tosya listen to? 
o What did Tosya do when her neighbours entered the house? 
o How did the girls react to their new neighbour? 
o Who did Kruglova Vera receive the letter from? What did she do with the letter? Why? How 

does it characterize her? 
o Who came to Nadya? What did the person bring to her? Do you think it helps to characterize 

the girl? 
o Why did Anfisa not like that Tosya Kislitsina had taken her food? How does it characterize 

the girl? 
o How can you explain the free-style behavior of the main character in an unfamiliar house? 

Explain your answer. 

4 Students should describe the characters of all using the constructions: “Она (какая?) умная, 
добрая...; У нее (какой?) сильный, твердый характер...; Она обладает такими 
качествами, как (что?) доброта, решительность, любознательность...” ("She is smart, 
kind...; She has a strong character...; She has such qualities as kindness, determination, 
curiosity..."). 

Tosya Kislitsyna is emotional, sociable, cheerful, curious... (Она эмоциональная, 
общительная, веселая, любопытная...); 

Nadia Erokhina has a calm, balanced, affable... character (У нее спокойный, 
уравновешенный, приветливый... характер); 

Katya has such qualities as kindness, good breeding, affability, sincerity... (Она обладает 
такими качествами, как доброта, воспитанность, приветливость, искренность…); 

Anfisa is arrogant, impudent, incredulous… (Она высокомерная, дерзкая, недоверчивая...); 

Vera Kruglova is calm, polite, friendly... (Она спокойная, вежливая, дружелюбная...). 
5 How do you understand these fixed expressions (phraseological units): 

душа общества, белая ворона, звезд с неба не хватает, змея подколодная, она 
храброго десятка, мал да удал, чист на руку, крепкий орешек, ни рыба ни мясо, волк в 
овечьей шкуре, птица высокого полета, упрямый как осёл, золотое сердце, добрая 
душа, щедрая душа? 

What phraseological units can be used to describe the characters of the film?  

6 The next task involves working in pairs: "Tell a friend about your character. Change. Write down 
the character traits of your interlocutor." 

7 For a homework you can invite students to view the whole film and write down the character 
traits of the main characters – men (Ilya Kovrigin – a foreman of loggers, the main character; a 
commandant of the dormitory; Philya – a foreman of loggers; Sashka – a Katya’s fiancé; Ksan 
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Ksanych – a fiancé of Nadia Erokhina; Vadim Petrovich Dementiev – a new chief; Alyosha and 
Vasya Zaitsev – loggers from the Kovrigin’s brigade). 

Table 1.   

Positive features Negative features 
добрый небрежный 
вежливый необщительный, замкнутый 
умный пассивный 
веселый скрытный 

уверенный в себе грубый 
воспитанный ленивый 
общительный злой 
аккуратный застенчивый 
откровенный скучный 
трудолюбивый невоспитанный 
энергичный лживый 
честный глупый 
чуткий робкий 
смелый бесчувственный 

Table 2.   

1.  Зеркало, много флаконов с духами, косметика (Anfisa) 

2. Много подушек (8), кружевная лента в шкатулке, патефон (Katya) 

3. Полки с книгами, портрет А.С.Пушкина, линейки, тетради (Vera) 

4 CONCLUSIONS 
Thus, authentic audio- and video materials of various subjects from classical Soviet and modern 
Russian films open wide opportunities for active work of students in the process of forming listening 
skills, speech skills and abilities, make the process of learning the language more attractive at all 
stages of training Russian as a foreign language. 

To do based on video fragments tasks, students should not only understand the general content of the 
passage, but also pay their attention to details, be able to evaluate events, give characteristics to 
actors, using words and expressions from the voice accompaniment of the video. The classroom small 
video fragments can motivate a student to view full-length movies. 
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